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	The above quotation is taken from an essay titled “Computing with

	Molecules” written by Mark Reed and James Tour in 2002. The quote clearly

	shows that as computer engineers we are at a technological and scientific inflection

	point. However, the advent of nanotechnology might be the recourse

	for continuing improvement of our computing power. Computer engineers

	and scientists face new challenges as nano-technological innovations grow in

	different fields of science and technology. As industry experts argue on the

	scaling of Moore’s law beyond 2015, one fact is certain about the future of

	electronics: The certainty is in the uncertainty germane in the size, nature, and

	physics of electronic devices on which we will build our future computing and

	communications infrastructures.

	

	One of the grand challenges in the nano-scopic computing era is guarantees

	of robustness. Robust computing system design is confronted with quantum

	physical, probabilistic, and even biological phenomena, and guaranteeing high

	reliability is much more difficult than ever before. Scaling devices down to the

	level of single electron operation will bring forth new challenges due to probabilistic

	effects and uncertainty in guaranteeing ‘zero-one’ based computing.

	Minuscule devices imply billions of devices on a single chip, which may help

	mitigate the challenge of uncertainty by replication and redundancy. However,

	shear scale.

	

	Much of the nanotechnology research taking place today is confined in the

	domain of material science, electrical engineering, quantum and device physics,

	chemistry, and even biology. However, computer engineers and scientists will

	be forced to confront the effects that we described above as nanostructured

	such device densities will create a design and validation nightmare with the

	material with unreliable and defective substrates begin to enter into the main

	stream of computer design.
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OpenSceneGraph 3.0: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	Written with a fast-paced but friendly and engaging approach, this Packt Beginner's Guide is designed to be placed alongside the computer as your guide and mentor. Step-by-step tutorials are bolstered by explanations of the reasoning behind what you are doing. You will quickly pick up the necessary skills, tips, and tricks for creating...
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Advances in Conceptual Modeling - Theory and Practice: ER 2006 Workshops BP-UML, CoMoGIS, COSS, ECDM, OIS, QoIS, SemWAT, Tucson, AZ, USA, NovemberSpringer, 2007

	This book constitutes the refereed joint proceedings of seven international workshops held in conjunction with the 25th International Conference on Conceptual Modeling, ER 2006, in Tucson, AZ, USA in November 2006. The 39 revised full papers presented together with the outlines of three tutorials were carefully reviewed and selected from 95...
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LTE for 4G Mobile Broadband: Air Interface Technologies and PerformanceCambridge University Press, 2009
"This text is an especially helpful as an accompaniment to the 3GPP specifications themselves, which offer no explanations as to why one thing or another is included, no hint as to why one protocol technique was chosen over another, or why certain contributions appear only to disappear in later releases. Khan's text offers a welcome set of...
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Atlas of Morphology and Functional Anatomy of the BrainSpringer, 2005

	The recent advances in neuroimaging techniques, particularly magnetic re- nance (MR), have greatly improved our knowledge of brain anatomy and related brain function. Morphological and functional investigations of the brain using high-definition MR have made detailed study of the brain possible and provided new data on anatomo-functional...
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Software Reuse: Methods, Techniques, and Tools: 8th International Conference, ICSR 2004, Madrid, Spain, July 5-9, 2004, ProceedingsSpringer, 2004
After three decades of research and practice, reuse of existing software artefacts remains the most promising approach to decreasing effort for software development and evolution, increasing quality of software artefacts and decreasing time to market of software products. Over time, we have seen impressive improvements, in extra-organizational...
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Copy, Rip, Burn: The Politics of Copyleft and Open SourcePluto Press, 2008

	From downloading music and movies to accessing free software, digital media is forcing us to rethink the very idea of intellectual property. While big companies complain about lost profits, the individual has never enjoyed such freedom and autonomy. Berry explores this debate in a concise way, offering an ideal introduction for anyone not versed...
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